
 

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Waro Kishi  Selected Works 1982-2016 

Toto Tokyo 2016
ISBN 9784887063563
$ 68.25* -- Idea Code 16060 

Fourteen incidents that Waro Kishi identifies as having shaped his perspective and approach to
architectural design begin this monograph, which goes on to present a wealth of selected projects
by the architect in elegant detail. His personal interactions with 1960s Southern Californian houses,
the Pantheon, Hong Kong, rice terraces in Bali, and more determined his path as a designer. The
architect’s own selected works (39 in total) span his career from 1982 until the present. Among
these are numerous private homes, the Leica Ginza Showroom, the Zohiko Urushi Museum, and an
annex project for Kyoto City Museum, plus temples, lounges, and even urban-scale planning
projects.

392 p, ills colour & bw, 19 x 25 cm, pb, Japanese/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16060/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16060/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

A.mag 08: Aires Mateus Private Work (20 Projects) 

A.mag Porto 2016
ISBN 9788460844730
$ 51.30* -- Idea Code 16104 

Based in Lisbon, Aires Mateus and Associates is known for works that display a sharp geometry,
formal balance of volumes, and candid and complex shapes. Attentive to the relationship with the
surrounding context, as well as the privacy and use of space, the architects have built a reputation
with an unmistakable character. This special edition offers a comprehensive overview of their private
work, dwellings that are full of light and at the same moment concealing and hermetic. From
surprising urban insertions to integrations in the natural landscape and more, the organisation,
continuity, and quality of these spaces is masterful. With an essay by José Manuel Pedreirinho.

304 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, Portuguese/Spanish/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16104/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16104/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Evolution  Architectural Design Using Grasshopper 

Damdi Seoul 2016
ISBN 9788968010392
$ 41.80* -- Idea Code 16149 

Written by architects Min-Gyu Seol and Mu-Jung Kang, this seventh instalment in the series takes
as its subject the concept of evolution in architecture. Essentially, this process of gradual change
directly correlates to the physical transformations of architectural forms. The volume covers three
chapters – Speciation, Adaptation, Response – that together outline the evolution of form
development and the methodology leading to such change. Grasshopper, a plugin for the
Rhinoceros 3D modelling program, is portrayed as a mediator that bridges imagination with
architecture, enabling students and professionals alike to virtually display designs in an effective
manner.

448 p, ills colour & bw, 19 x 26 cm, pb, Korean/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16149/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16149/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

C3 379: The Looming Shift 

C3 Seoul 2016
ISBN 20925190
$ 25.10* -- Idea Code 16165 
author: Uje Lee Ed                         

University architecture has been significantly changing in recent decades. Globally, institutions of
higher learning are gradually adapting their traditional buildings to meet a growing societal demand
for a more democratic, equal, and diverse education system. The increasing mobility of students,
their expectations for flexibility, and the perception of learning spaces all play a role. These shifts are
highlighted in eleven projects, among them the Faculty of Fine Arts in Tenerife by gpy arquitectos,
Technical Faculty SDU by C.F. Møller, National Taiwan University by Toyo Ito & Associates, and
Utrecht University’s New Education Centre by Ector Hoogstad Architecten.

200 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Korean/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16165/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16165/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Uid Architects  Keisuke Maeda 

Nemo Factory Gyenggi-do 2016
ISBN 9791195678631
$ 126.60* -- Idea Code 16127 

Based in Hiroshima, UID architects was established by Keisuke Maeda in 2003. In his essay about
his own philosophy, Maeda expresses his strong belief that to create architecture is “to create an
environment”, wherein rich human experiences can be cultivated in the context of a reciprocal
relationship with the natural environment. This weighty volume presents more than 40 projects in
diverse regions, each expressing in its own way the profound sensitivities and harmonious balance
Maeda seeks to nurture in our interaction and communication with various natural elements. Among
the featured works are single-family houses, public buildings, and renovations.

666 p, ills colour & bw, 20 x 26 cm, hb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16127/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16127/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

3 Stages Of Architectural Education 

Damdi Seoul 2016
ISBN 9788968010385
$ 31.70* -- Idea Code 16148 

Together the authors of this edition, Heather Woofter and Sung Ho Kim, have over 20 years of
experience teaching architecture. Based on the premise that architecture is a critical practice framed
by the conditions of history, material production, representation, and space-making. Creative
imagination is seen as a fundamental component to research, evaluation, and documental
production. They address a set of basic ideas that build critical questions in architecture, including
those emergent from professional practice, or that focus on personal directions and expressions,
and cover technique, design flexibility, problem solving, methods of representation, and much more.

358 p, ills colour & bw, 19 x 26 cm, pb, Korean/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16148/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16148/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Unlocked 

Atopos Athens 2016
ISBN 9789608963757
$ 59.40* -- Idea Code 16132 
author: Atopos                             

The new publication from ATOPOS attempts to “unlock” the depiction of the naked body in the
post-photographic, digital era. Based on an original idea and research by Vassilis Zidianakis, the
book’s more than 500 pages constitutes a recording of a new visual language that has emerged
from contemporary digital platforms and other forms of social media. From Ren Hang’s raw,
avant-garde photography and the hedonistic, vibrant images of Maisie Cousins, to Robert Wilson’s
unconventional video portraits of Lady Gaga, the volume presents works by 145 international
photographers and artists, including Cheyenne Sophia, Jacopo Benassi, and Kostis Fokas.

512 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 28 cm, hb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16132/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16132/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Photography

Sacred Grounds  Quiet Areas In The Netherlands And Flanders 

Sub Rijswijk 2016
ISBN 9789082420609
$ 47.75* -- Idea Code 16150 
author: Maartje Van Den Heuvel             

For this photo series, photographer Loek van Vliet selected a specific type of landscape, “quiet
areas”. A relatively new phenomenon in this densely populated and highly industrialised region of
Europe, these demarcated outdoor spaces enjoy governmentally instituted noise restrictions,
thereby allowing the natural sounds of flora and fauna to predominate. They signal a shift in attitude
towards our surroundings, and affirm humanity’s growing desire to temper, if not bring an end to the
supremacy it has established over nature. Not only does Van Vliet succeed in capturing the solemn
magnificence and beauty of the Low Countries, he also builds upon this desire to reconnect.

108 p, ills colour, 29 x 29 cm, hb, Dutch/English

weblink
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16150/
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Nicholas Nixon: About Forty Years 

Fraenkel Gallery NEW YORK 2015
ISBN 9781881337423
$ 71.60* -- Idea Code 16168 
author: Nixon, Nicholas                    

American photographer Nicholas Nixon (born 1947) is best known for The Brown Sisters, his
ongoing series of annual portraits of his wife Bebe and her three sisters. But Nixon's wider oeuvre
has been less well documented. Long overdue, this is the first publication to focus on the broader
swath of Nixon's more than 40-year career. In a published statement about photography written in
1975, Nixon remarked, "The world is infinitely more interesting than any of my opinions about it." To
present the world as he sees it – in fascinating, precise and often startling detail – Nixon has
consistently used unwieldy large-format cameras, with negatives measuring 8 x 10 inches or 11 x 14
inches.

180 p, colour & bw, 24 x 27 cm, hb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16168/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16168/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Popular Culture

Henteko Na Shunga 

Seigensha Kyoto 2016
ISBN 9784861525384
$ 30.40* -- Idea Code 16147 

This densely illustrated book offers an exhaustive pictorial history of shunga, a Japanese term for
erotic art. Most shunga are a type of ukiyo-e, produced between the 16th and 19th centuries and
usually executed in woodblock print format. Almost all ukiyo-e artists created examples of shunga at
some point in their careers, and the images vary widely in their depictions of sexuality, involving not
only heterosexual couplings, but also massively exaggerated genitalia, animals and supernatural
beasts, and orgies. Shunga was probably enjoyed by both men and women of all classes, and
followed the aesthetics of contemporary urban life in the artists’ appeal to the rising ch?nin class.

ills colour & bw, 21 x 15 cm, pb, Japanese

weblink
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16147/
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Rafael Rozendaal - Haiku 

Rollo Press Zurich 2016
ISBN 9783906213156
$ 17.95* -- Idea Code 16152 

Between 2013 and 2015, Rafaël Rozendaal formulated a series of haiku as non-physical artworks
that jump from one medium to another. Written on his phone, they first appeared as tweets, then as
posts on his blog and Instagram, and later as wall paintings in exhibition spaces and collectors’
homes. Published in conjunction with the exhibition ‘DOings&kNOTs’ at Tallinn Art Hall, curated by
Margit Säde, this offset edition reproduces Rozendaal’s wry and terse commentary on various
aspects of our digital age and society, from full inboxes, oversaturation of information, and
hyper-capitalist drive, to mundane routines, desires, and frustrations.

160 p, no ills, 11 x 16 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16152/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16152/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Andrea Antinori - A Book About Whales 

Corraini Edizioni Mantova 2016
ISBN 9788875705626
$ 25.70* -- Idea Code 16171 

The whale in literature: the animal that swallowed Jonah in the Holy Bible and Melville’s whale
symbolising the invincibility of nature over human fragility. But what do we really know about
whales? And how many different kinds of whales are there? A book for finding out everything about
this mythical animal that has always been the subject of legends and is, in fact, one of the most
prominent figures in the history of world literature. Andrea Antinori has written a book about whales,
complete with monochromatic pictures and striking pencil illustrations to talk about whales from an
“alternative” and more scientific viewpoint.

64 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 27 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16171/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16171/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Art

We Belong Dead 

Everyedition Zurich 2016
ISBN 9783952420621
$ 17.95* -- Idea Code 16144 
author: Piero Glina                        

This small book describes itself as a story told in an endlessly looped movie trope. The classic
camera shot of the last words of a protagonist who dies in the arms of his or her counterpart has
grown so familiar that it is now exchangeable. Page after page depicts this cinematic cliché of
storytelling in a compilation of such scenes collected from 88 movies, from Hollywood blockbusters
to classic Westerns and animated films. Designer Piero Glina arranges the images in such a way
that no two characters on opposing pages match – each single page contains one scene from one
movie on its front and back, intertwining the trope and thus creating narratives that never happened.

168 p, ills bw, 12 x 19 cm, pb, no text

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16144/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16144/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Robert Lebel - Sur Marcel Duchamp 

Mamco Paris 2015
ISBN 9782940159697
$ 45.00* -- Idea Code 16169 

Robert Lebel (1901-1986) was a poet, novelist, essayist, art historian, and painting expert. He took
part in the Surrealists' activities and wrote Marcel Duchamp's first monograph in 1959. This is the
facsimile edition of the first ever monograph dedicated to Marcel Duchamp. Featuring a bibliography
and a catalogue raisonné.

192 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 31 cm, hb, French

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16169/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16169/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Hugh Steers: The Complete Paintings 

Visual Aids New York 2016
ISBN 9780967842561
$ 58.60* -- Idea Code 16173 
author: Steers, Hugh                       

'Hugh Steers: The Complete Paintings' is the first publication on the career of American figurative
painter Hugh Steers (1962–95), who died of AIDS at the age of 32. Committed to figurative painting
at a time when it had fallen out of favour, Steers painted expressionist-realist narratives of a life
shadowed by isolation and mortality, yet infused with wry humor, camp and what Steers himself
called a “gorgeous bleakness.” Steers consciously merged AIDS, intimacy and the body into the
traditional vocabulary of painting. With his vulnerable subjects depicted in hospital rooms, bedrooms
and bathrooms, Steers engaged with radical ideas about male intimacy, queer politics, fragility and
health care at the height of the AIDS crisis.

248 p, ills colour, 22 x 28 cm, hb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16173/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16173/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Giulio Paolini 

Quodlibet Rome 2016
ISBN 9788874626151
$ 46.25* -- Idea Code 16161 

Italian artist Giulio Paolini is associated with both Arte Povera and conceptual art. Published with an
exhibition at MACRO, Rome, and Whitechapel Gallery, London, this catalogue documents the
legacy of this leading figure in artistic research, showcasing many elements of his production
through recent works, while presenting an in-depth historical and critical examination of a particular
theme – namely, the presence/absence of the author. The contributions to this publication help to
better understand Paolini’s thinking and oeuvre, and are accompanied by a rich photographic
documentation that reveals the artist’s sensitivity towards the exhibition space, allowing for a new
kind of experience.

168 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 28 cm, pb, Italian/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16161/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16161/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Richard Prince's Publications  Bibliotheque D'un Amateur 

Viaindustriae Foligno 2016
ISBN 9788897753117
$ 32.15* -- Idea Code 16159 

This diminutive, eponymous catalogue to an exhibition, curated by Christophe Daviet-Thery and
taking place in Spoleto and Paris in 2012, seems to draw up an inventory of a “book-lover’s
library”. But on closer inspection, the individual in question is the same person who designed these
books: Richard Prince. Through their varied depictions of miscellaneous publications, Prince’s
artist’s books and catalogues have gradually themselves become collection catalogues of other
books. The phenomenon reflects an urge to make public one’s private interior, and by extension,
one’s personal life and inspirations. The publication includes detailed bibliographical notes and two
critical essays.

208 p, ills colour & bw, 12 x 16 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16159/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16159/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Kuniyoshi Utagawa Postcard Book 

Seigensha Kyoto 2016
ISBN 9784861525438
$ 15.90* -- Idea Code 16146 

This is a postcard book taken from the representative works of the famous late Edo era master
painter, Utagawa Kuniyoshi. Kuniyoshi's works express his preeminent power of description and his
free, fantastic ideas in works depicting dynamic and cool warriors, charming cats and sparrows,
humorous pictures of monsters, and glamorous drawings of beautiful women (called Ukiyo-e).

32 p, ills colour, 15 x 21 cm, pb, Japanese

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16146/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/16146/lookinside/
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